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WILMINGTON UNIVERSITY 

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 

BASIC COURSE INFORMATION 

 
COURSE TITLE:   Compensation and Benefits 
COURSE NUMBER: MHR 7650 
PRE-REQUISITE(S): NONE 
COURSE DESCRIPTION: 
This course examines issues and practices in compensation administration and their 
impact on the work environment. Topics discussed include wage and salary 
administration, pay models, incentive plans, linking performance to pay, legislation 
affecting compensation, and employee benefits. The ways in which these issues and 
practices are integrated into unionized and non-unionized environments are also 
explored. 

MAJOR INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS:  
GOAL A:  
Demonstrate knowledge of wage and benefit plans and the impact of present day 
programs on organizations and society 

Learning Objectives: The student will:  

A-1  Summarize fundamental areas of wage and benefit plans 

A-2  Assess the various forms of pay 

A-3 Summarize the importance of developing effective compensation 
strategies 

GOAL B:  
Discern the necessary tools and information needed by the HRM professional to 
accurately gauge and effectively manage compensation programs. 

Learning Objectives: The student will:  

B-1  Summarize the resources available from government and private sources  

B-2  Summarize employment laws that impact compensation and employee 
benefit practices  

B-3  Compare various tools and practices used in the compensation and 
benefits 

B-4 Evaluate employee equity decisions based on relevant pay scales  
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GOAL C:  
Assess the various basic pay models and incentive plans 

Learning Objectives: The student will:  

C-1  Assess various pay models 

C-2  Evaluate various approaches to incentive plans 

GOAL D:  
Evaluate the various employee benefit plans. 

Learning Objectives: The student will:  

D-1  Summarize basic benefit plans  

D-2  Evaluate the tax advantages of employee benefits over direct pay 

GOAL E:  
Understand how compensation and benefits apply to executives and unions. 

Learning Objectives: The student will:  

E-1  Summarize the basic pay models of union and non-union workplaces 

E-2  Compare and contrast the strengths and weaknesses of union and 
nonunion compensation models 

E-3 Evaluate the differences in compensation and benefits for executives 

GOAL F:  
Understand and be able to apply government issues in compensation and employee 
benefits. 

Learning Objectives: The student will:  

F-1  Summarize legislation regarding employee compensation and benefits 

F-2  Differentiate between which laws impact compensation and which laws 
impact benefits. 
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